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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Low CPI to weigh on EUR 

USD DXY on a roll as investors give up on Fed cuts 

JPY Intervention risks. JPY to remain under modest pressure 

GBP GBP sentiment has softened a little. Mild downside   

 
Overnight comment – DXY drift ahead of key labour market data 

Fed speak overnight had little impact on UST yields, which remained just below Tuesday’s highs in 
Asian trade. Daly said that 3 cuts was a reasonable baseline but the firm economy meant there was 
no urgency to move. Mester ruled out being ready to vote for cuts in May and also noted that she 
had lifted her estimate of the long-run from 2.5% to 3.0% due continued resilience in the economy 
despite high rates and to higher productivity growth and investment, notably in technologies relating 
to climate change. Asian equities tracked US equities lower amid concern about less Fed easing. 
South Korea and Australia led the declines. US equity futures were also lower. Brent crude futures 
continued to push higher, moving above $89/barrel. The DXY index eased a little further of 
yesterday’s high in Asian trade.            
 
In Japan, the BoJ left its rinban amounts unchanged, underscoring its message that policy would 
remain loose. JGB yields were fractionally lower on the day across much of the curve. USD/JPY 
was little changed around the 151.60 level. Its not far below levels where many expect MoF to 
step in but for now the 152 level remains untested.   
 
The ECB’s Holzmann said that an April move was “not on his radar” but in June the ECB would have 
more information which might allow the start of the easing cycle. He also noted that 3% would be a 
good target for the ECB reflecting 2% inflation and 1% productivity gains. The Italian press report at 
that Italian deficit in 2024 will be ~4.3% and below 4% in 2025. Dutch inflation came in strong. 
EUR/USD is well off yesterday’s lows and sits around 1.0770 as Europe opens. It has been a 
quiet start to trade in the UK with GBP/USD around 1.2570 as European trade gets underway. 

                 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

EZ – CPI (%YoY, Mar) 2.5/2.6 

EZ – Core CPI (%YoY, Mar) 3.0/3.1 

EZ – Unemployment rate (%, Feb) 6.4/6.4 

US – ADP employment (k, Mar) 212/210 

US – ISM non-manufacturing (DI, Mar) 52.8/52.6 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. Eurozone inflation is likely to surprise on the downside vs the consensus forecast, after 
lower-than-expected prints across the 4 major economies, especially France. The core CPI is also 
seen coming lower. This may be good news for the doves but we suspect that it will have limited 
impact on the timing of the start of the ECB’s easing cycle. A small downside miss is not sufficient 
to over-turn the solid consensus for the first cut in June that was evident at the March ECB meeting, 
regardless of how much the doves push for early action. However, they may have more success at 
pushing Lagarde to consider a move in July, although for now that seems unlikely. The eurozone 
unemployment rate is also due. Unemployment remains at the cycle low at 6.4%, which is one factor 
behind the ECB’s upbeat view on wages this year. The final PMI data are also due in the eurozone 
and the UK.      
 
US. ADP employment and the non-manufacturing ISM reports are due. Given its limited weight in 
the economy the impact of the firm manufacturing ISM report was a little surprising, even if the prices 
paid sub-index was on the strong side. Its another heavy day of Fed speak, with Bowman, Goolsbee, 
Powell, Barr and Kugler are all due to speak. Kugler and Powell both speak on the economic outlook.  

Market summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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